
In most of the cases, database is not directly accessible to users. Any addition, modification or

retrieval of information from database is done by the user-friendly programs. Database is

thus rightly referred to as ‘back-end’ while the interactive program is termed as ‘front-end’ of

a database application.
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Quite often, same database is required to be used by different applications. For example, an

organisation may have automated attendance recording system which will record the arrival

and departure time of employees. A variety of such systems (e.g. Card- swipe, Biometric, etc.)

are available in the market, and all of them come with their own (back-end) database and

requisite (front-end) programs. This attendance information may be required for generating

salary bills of the employees. The payroll application of the organisation, with its own (back-

end) database and (front-end) program, will also access the database of attendance recording

application.



In LibreOffice Base, the entire database is encompassed in a file (with extension .odb) which

can be stored in your hard-drive or CD. There can be multiple tables (each storing a specific

set of data) with in this file. Then there are multiple fields in each table according to different

categories (types) of data within the table. And at every instance (occurrence) of a collection

of data covering all fields, a row/record gets created.

Identification of various attributes of a database is generally considered as part of require-

ment analysis. Such a process may entail database designer to elicit needed information from

those with the domain knowledge.

At this stage you may like to know the limitations of ‘Calc’ in payroll accounting. If you look

back at payroll example in Calc spreadsheet, you will notice that you have created pay infor-

mation of a set of employees for a particular month. For generating information concerning



next month, you will have to change employee specific data such as ‘Actual Basic Pay’, ‘days

of attendance’, etc in respective cells. However, the moment you do this, the information of

previous month will be lost. Understandably, ‘Calc’ is merely providing a template for certain

calculations concerning salaries, and storing single (monthly) instance of the derived infor-

mation. Calc eliminates redundant data and hence multiple instances of information cannot

be stored in a single Speadsheet. You may avoid this situation by effecting changes in a differ-

ent copy of the sheet. In this manner you are creating different spread sheet for different

months. This is a cumbersome task, and furthermore the information in such a case will not be

residing in a single table, or a set of related tables, from where it may be retrieved for genera-

tion of ‘annual income’ or ‘income tax’ information.





Avoiding duplication of information is key criteria of database design, which is achieved by

breaking up of information into separate but related tables; and this process is called

normalisation. We will also have to establish links between different tables so as to recon-

struct the original information; and these links in database terms are called relationships.

The database created on the basis of such relationships  between different data tables is

called relational database.

The process of matching rows in two tables based on their primary and foreign keys is called

a Join. Joins along with Structured Query Language (SQL) serve as valuable tools for ma-

nipulating tables. But, these topics are beyond the scope of this book, and hence not elabo-

rated further.

For writing a field name you can use up to 64 characters including letters, numbers and blank

spaces. However it is advisable to avoid blanks as it entails irritating and unnecessary use of

additional identifiers while using names in SQL and programming components (e.g. “Emp

ID” will be written as [Emp ID] or Emp_ID, whereas it could have been easily written as

EmpID in both database as well as programming). A name cannot start with a blank. You can

include punctuation characters except a period (.), an exclamation mark (!), or brackets ([]).



You cannot use a field name twice in the same table. It is also advisagle to avoid use of

standard words that define Base functions and properties. Same rules apply for naming

objects like Tables, Queries and Forms; however, no two objects of the same type can have

same name.
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(refer 2 in the figure 6.20)



Add Text in the Form

The Text Box can be used to add Heading or any details as text in the Form. Click on the Text

Box Icon (figure   6.24  ) and click on the working area. The cursor will be positioned on the

Top left of the working area. Then the matter which is to be included. The text entered can be

formatted (Font Name, Font Size , Font Color etc. Can be changed).

Inserting Image to the form

Image can be inserted in the form selecting Image insert icon (figure6.24), which opens the

window to select the picture from the memory location, where the picture is kept. The size and

position can be changed in the form.
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